The estimation of future energy demand is a key factor for the development of effective alternative policies towards a low carbon economy. This paper describes a novel method to estimate the energy demand in the new integrated assessment framework MEDEAS based on the projection of sectoral final energy intensities. The dynamic of each of the sectoral final energy intensity is broken down into (1) improvement in energy efficiency and (2) substitution of the final energy. The speed of changes in these factors depend on physical supply-demand unbalances in the market, climate mitigation and other energy saving policies and the perception of scarcity of the different economic agents. The simulated case studies in MEDEAS-World under the narrative of the Business-as-usual (BAU) scenario have allowed validating the model's robustness and showing the potentiality of its application.
Introduction
The global energy system has to change radically in the next few decades in order to deal with the double pressing challenges of fossil fuel depletion and global environmental change [1] [2] [3] [4] . Analyses exploring pathways for the transition to achieve a low carbon economy typically apply modelling forecasting tools to design alternatives to current unsustainable trends [5] [6] [7] . A wide range of models exists depending on the level of integration between human and natural systems, from "energy models" focusing on energy systems to "Integrated Assessment Models" (IAMs) with a broader focus on the environment/economy/society systems and interlinks. The diversity of models in the literature is due to the different approaches used by modellers striving to capture the involved complex interactions and high uncertainties [6, 8, 9] .
The robust estimation of future energy demand is a key factor for the development of effective alternative policies, considering also the strong link between energy use and development in industrial societies [10, 11] . However, the estimation of future energy demand is very complex and subject to uncertainties, depending on a diversity of factors: technological evolution, socio-cultural behavior, energy affordability, techno-sustainable potentials of energy resources, policies to be enforced, etc. [12, 13] . Two main approaches are used in the literature for the estimation of future energy demand: (1) through the modelling of bottom-up, detailed demand for end-use services (e.g., passenger per km, freight per km; m2 of buildings, etc.); and (2) top-down through the projection of general trends at sectoral level applying econometrics to time series of aggregated indicators such as GDPpc, population, energy intensities or prices. Each method presents different pros and cons and are more suitable depending on the scope and aims of the overall modelling framework. The bottom-up approach is more precise and allows to test more specific policies, but at a cost of subjectivity in system boundaries, time intensiveness, eventual lack of data and failing to capture market failures or system-responses such as the rebound effect or leakage effects. On the other hand, the top-down approach is more comprehensive and allows economy-wide analysis at the cost of missing the detail and relying on financial data [14, 15] . As a consequence, bottom-up models tend to suggest that efforts to substitute away from Abbreviations: BAU, Business-as-usual: CC; Climate change: EI, Energy intensity: EROI; Energy return on energy investment: FE, Final energy: FF; Forgetting factor: GDPpc: Gross domestic product per capita: GG, Green growth: GHG; Greenhouse gas: IAM, Integrated assessment model: IEA; International Energy Agency: IOA, Input output analysis: NRE; Non-renewable energy sources: O&M, Operation and maintenance: PS; Perception of scarcity: RES, Renewable energy sources: RTS; Reference technology scenario: R&D, Research and Development: SS; Sensitivity to scarcity: TFEC, Total final energy consumption: WEO; World Energy Output: WIOD, World Input-Output Database. specific forms of energy or to reduce greenhouse gas emissions would be easier than generally top-down models do [16] . GCAM [17] , POLES-JCR [18] , IMAGE-TIMER [19] or AIM [20] are examples of established models applying the first method, while MESSAGE [21, 22] , REMIND [23] , WITCH [24] , En-ROADS [25] or WEM [26] are examples of the second method, although a certain level of hybridization between both approaches also exists [16] .
Energy intensity stands as a relevant indicator of energy efficiency in the literature, having a clear and intuitive definition and straightforward computation in models. This is despite the fact of being rather a broad concept with a high level of aggregation, which may mask the effect of eventual structural changes in the economy not related with efficiency improvements. In fact, the concept of energy efficiency was based on thermodynamic concepts [27] . As a consequence, alternative methods to measure energy efficiency such as a stochastic boundary approach [28] , a distance function approach [29, 30] , or the innovative accounting framework of the energy end-use matrix [31] have been applied in the literature.
Still, the energy intensity has been analysed as a key driver to guide the pathway of energy transition to achieve a low carbon economy [32] [33] [34] . Different types of energy intensity metrics exist depending on the energy and economic indicators used. Energy consumption can be measured in primary or final terms, and total or by disaggregating into different types of energy sources. Economic output can also be measured at sectoral or aggregated levels, GDP being one of the most frequent [5, 15] . A reduction in energy intensity over time indicates that the society uses less energy to produce the same value of goods of services, hence it implies a positive change that could also entail a sustainability improvement in the case of driving absolute decoupling between resource use and economic activity [35] . Examples of models using projections of energy intensities to estimate future energy demand are MESSAGE [21, 22] , REMIND [23] , EN-Roads [25] or WITCH [24] .
However, the use of energy intensities for the estimation of future energy demand has shown also to have shortcomings. For example, Stern found that the energy intensity projections in the WEO reports since 1994 were overestimates of the actual improvement of energy intensity, which could be caused by a less effective implementation of energy efficiency policies as previously thought, and/or to the underestimation of the rebound effect in the economy [36] . Kaya show that the common use of constant elasticity of substitution functions for energy modelling in general equilibrium IAMs is problematic for the representation of technology shifts [37] . In fact, virtually all models in the literature consider prices as a relevant indicator of scarcity. How to measure the scarcity or abundancy of natural resources has been a controversial issue in economics for a long time [38] . Ecological economics criticizes the mainstream approach considering prices as a reliable indicator of scarcity of natural resources, given its theoretical and empirical weaknesses. Energy and mineral prices are subject to multiple influences (institutional framework, oligopolistic market structure, etc.), which prevent perfect competition to happen neither in the short nor long-term [39, 40] . Moreover, given the inertia and rigidities in the productive processes highly dependent on natural resources, important adjustments in the economic system are produced via quantity changes (instead of prices), as post-Keynesian approaches have highlighted [41] .
This paper describes and tests the approach followed to estimate the energy demand in the new integrated assessment framework MEDEAS which focuses on the biophysical and economic dimensions and interactions arising during energy transitions [42] . Given the scope and sectoral-rich input-output structure with 35 economic sectors and households, a novel method based on the evolution of sectoral final energy intensities has been developed. Hence, energy demands are by-default modelled applying the top-down approach although it also allows for specific sectors to be modelled bottom-up. Input-output analysis lies on a matrix describing the past monetary flows between different industries. Its combination with satellite environmental accounts allows to allocate the specific final energy consumption per unit of monetary output in each sector, attaining a high disaggregation at sectoral and final energy level. As input-output tables are static, system dynamics allow us to model economic behavior [43] and connect it to the rest of the MEDEAS submodules. System dynamics is a perspective and set of conceptual tools that enable us to understand the structure and dynamics of complex systems, as well as a modelling method that enables us to build formal computer simulations of complex systems [44, 45] . The integration of both approaches (IOA and system dynamics) has been identified as a promising avenue in the emerging field of macro-ecological modelling [43] . Additionally, given the aforementioned limitations of modelling prices as scarcity indicators, the developed MEDEAS model applies an alternative biophysical perspective to model final energy replacement which takes into account the evolution of the extraction of natural resources and their physical availability/scarcity [46] [47] [48] , as well as biophysical and thermodynamic limits in the substitution of inputs in production in the medium and long-term [49] [50] [51] . Availability and scarcity driving final energy shifts have been modelled in a flexible and transparent manner, avoiding fixed built-in optimization structures and black-box structures [52, 53] .
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explain briefly the MEDEAS framework and the role of the energy intensities, Section 3 explain the methodology followed to estimate the dynamic evolution of sectoral final energy intensities. Section 4 show and discuss the potentialities of the method described in methodology section thought different sensitivity analyses and Section 5 outlines our conclusions.
Short overview of MEDEAS framework
MEDEAS is a set of a policy-simulation dynamic-recursive models at three different geographical scales following the same conceptual approach: global one-region [42] , EU [54] and country-level [55] . These models have been designed applying System Dynamics, 1 which facilitates the integration of knowledge from different perspectives and disciplines as well as the feedbacks from different subsystems. The models typically run from 1995 to 2060 (although the simulation horizon may be extended to 2100 if necessary, e.g. when focusing on climate change issues). The models are structured in eight main sub-modules: Economy, Energy, Infrastructures, Materials, Land Use, Water, Climate and Social & Environmental Impact Indicators. The main characteristics of each module in MEDEAS framework are:
� Economy and population: the global economy is modelled assuming non-clearing markets (i.e., not forcing general equilibrium), demand-led growth and complementarity instead of perfect substitutability. Hence, production is determined by final demand and economic structure, combined with supply-side constraints such as energy availability. The economic structure is captured by the adaptation and dynamic integration of global WIOD input-output tables, resulting in 35 industries and 4 institutional sectors [56] . Final energy intensities by sector are obtained by combining information from the WIOD environmental accounts [57] and the IEA Balances [58] . Population evolves exogenously as defined by the user. See Ref. [59] for more details on this sub-module.
� Energy availability: this module includes the potential and availability of renewable energy sources (RES) and non-renewable energy resources (NRE), taking into account biophysical and temporal constraints. In particular, the availability of non-renewable energy resources depends on both stock and flow constraints [3, 46, 60] . In total, 25 energy sources and technologies, and 5 final energies are considered (electricity, heat, solids, gases and liquids), with large technological disaggregation. The intermittency of RES is considered in the framework, computing endogenous levels of overcapacities, storage and overgrids, depending on the penetration of variable RES technologies. This sub-module is mainly based on the previous model WoLiM [1] . Transportation is modelled in great detail, differentiating between different types of vehicles for households, as well as freight and passenger inland transport (see Ref. [42] for details). � Energy infrastructures & EROI: This module represents power plants to generate electricity and heat, allowing planning and construction delays to be considered. A net energy approach is applied [61] endogenously and dynamically accounting for the Energy Return on Energy Investment (EROI) of both individual technologies and the EROI of the system. The demand of energy is affected by the variation of the EROI of the system. � Materials: materials are required by the economy, with emphasis on those required for the construction and O&M of alternative energy technologies [62] . Recycling policies are available. � Land-use: currently, this module mainly accounts for the land requirements of the RES energies. � Water: this module allows calculating water use by type (blue, green and gray) by economic sector and for households. � Climate (only in MEDEAS-W): this module projects the climate change levels due to the GHG emissions generated by human societies (non-CO2 emissions are exogenously set, taking RCPs scenarios as reference [63] ). The carbon and climate cycle is adapted from C-ROADS [64, 65] . This module includes a damage function which translates increasing climate change levels into damages for the human systems [66] . � Social and environmental impacts: this module translates the "biophysical" results of the simulations into metrics related with social and environmental impacts. The objective of this module is to contextualize the implications for human societies in terms of wellbeing for each simulation.
In this work, MEDEAS-World (MEDEAS-W) is used for illustrating the developed method for estimating sectoral final energy demands. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual schematic overview of the different modules.
The model dynamically operates as follows. For each period: first, a sectoral economic demand is estimated from an exogenous and dynamic GDPpc objective. The demand of final energy required to meet production is obtained using energy-economy hybrid Input-Output Analysis, and combining monetary output and energy intensities by final energy sources. Second, the energy sub-module computes the net available final energy supply, which may satisfy (or not) the required demand: the economy adapts to eventual scarcity of final energy. Third, materials required to build, operate, maintain, dismantle, etc., are estimated. This allows the EROI of the system to be estimated as well as eventual material bottlenecks to be assessed (although material availability does not constrain economic output in the current model version). Fourth, the climate sub-module computes the GHG emissions, whose accumulation derives in a certain level of climate change, which in turn feeds back to the economic sectoral output. Additional land and water requirements are accounted for. Finally, the social and environmental impacts are computed.
Energy intensities in MEDEAS framework
MEDEAS models contain several feedbacks between variables of different modules. Energy intensity plays a key role in the feedback between economic variables (output and demand) and the availability of energy resources. Five types of final energy are considered (electricity, heat, solids, gases and liquids), which give rise to 5 final energy intensities by sector. It is assumed that the relative scarcity of a type of final energy favors its replacement. When, in a sector, there is a substitution of one type of final energy by another, a substitution of their corresponding energy intensities is also produced. (see Fig. 2 and section 3 for specific definitions applied). Fig. 2a represents the situation when a given final energy i is more scarce than other final energies, driving its replacement, while Fig. 2b represents the opposite situation, i.e., final energy i is more abundant and tends to replace other final energies.
As represented in Fig. 2a , three feedback loops tend to stabilize the system when there is scarcity for a given final energy. Economic growth tends to increase the consumption of energy and therefore increases the possibility of scarcity of that final energy. In turn, this scarcity can slow down the economy (L 1). On the other hand, the scarcity of a final energy drives the effort to improve energy efficiency in the consumption of such final energy. This reduces its energy intensity and consequently reduces energy consumption (L 3). Likewise, the scarcity of one type of final energy drives its replacement by another that is more abundant. This reduces the energy intensity of the replaced final energy increasing accordingly the energy intensity of the final energy which replaces it. If the energy intensity is reduced, it will also reduce energy consumption (L 2). In the case of more abundant or less scarce energy types, the two loops also stabilize the system, but in a different way (Fig. 2b) . The increase in consumption decreases the abundance of the resource. Abundance increases the chances of this final energy to be used to replace other, scarcer final energies, and as a result, its energy intensity increases. In both cases, the key role of energy intensity in the MEDEAS framework is observed. The most detailed modelling of energy intensity, which is the main objective of this paper will be described in section 3.
In the previous casual loop diagrams, the substitution of a final energy has been related only to scarcity, but nowadays, the substitution of fossil fuels is also motivated by policies, especially climate change mitigation policies (e.g., Paris Agreement [67] ). Fig. 3 shows the global basic relationships between energy economy and climate change in the MEDEAS framework. The impacts of climate change affect the socioeconomic dimensions motivating the enforcement of climate change mitigation policies such as a greater effort for energy efficiency and the substitution of fossil fuels by renewable energies, which is ultimately related with energy intensities. Therefore, changes in energy intensity will be driven by two processes: (a) changes in energy efficiency and (b) replacement in the final energy type used in each industrial sector. In the next section, dedicated to describe the applied methodology, the focus will be on disaggregating these two processes.
Methodology
This section describes the methodology developed to estimate the sectoral final energy demand in MEDEAS models. The top-down approach is more practical with high sectoral disaggregation, which is the case of MEDEAS framework with 35 economic sectors and households, and allows for economy-wide analysis at the cost of missing the detail of particular sectors [14, 15] . Hence, a novel method based on the top-down projection of the evolution of sectoral final energy intensities has been developed. By multiplying the the sectoral and houselholds final energy intensities by the sectoral production and the households demand, we obtain the estimation of the total final energy demand by final energy required to produce the economic output. Energy demands are by-default modelled applying the top-down approach, although MEDEAS modelling approach also allows for specific sectors to be modelled bottom-up, which has in fact already been performed for inland transport sector (see Ref. [42] ). In this paper a top-down approach for all the sectors has been applied for the sake of simplicity. Input-output analysis lies on a matrix describing the past monetary flows between different industries. Its combination with satellite environmental accounts allows to allocate the specific final energy consumption per unit of monetary output in each sector. MEDEAS framework has been implemented in models at three different geographical scales: global one-region [42] , EU [54] and country-level [55] . The specific parametrization for MEDEAS-W model is described in section 3.4. Section 4 shows and discusses the results of 4 case studies simulated with MEDEAS-W to illustrate the potentialities of the method. The application of global sectoral final energy intensities in MEDEAS-W allows to properly represent global energy consumption trends whose modelling at EU or country-level may introduce biases. In particular, structural changes in many western countries recently have tended to reduce the production of heavy industry products and increase their imports from emerging countries [10] .
Baseline trend
As aforementioned, energy intensity usually expresses a ratio between the energy used in a process and its economic output. In this way, the energy intensity is a highly aggregated indicator. However, the same concept can be applied at sectoral level [15] (Eq. (1)) ratio between final energy by sector and type of final energy and total output by sector which is the total value of all goods and services produced in a sector. With the objective of disaggregating final energy intensities, the MEDEAS framework considers 5 types of final energy consumption (i:1 … 5: electricity, solids, liquids, gases and heat) and 35 economic sectors (j:1 … 35 according to the WIOD classification) [56, 57, 68] . In addition, the energy intensity of households is calculated as the ratio between each of the final energy types and their total consumption in economic terms (Eq. (2)). Consequently, a total of 180 (36 � 5) final energy intensities are obtained in MEDEAS framework.
Final energy intensity ¼ Final energy by sector and type of final energy Total output by sector 1
The starting point for modelling the dynamic behavior of final energy intensities is the available historical data. These data have been taken from WIOD database environmental accounts [57] , which have a time horizon from 1995 to 2009. However, calculations had to be performed applying data from the IEA balances to correct the double accounting from WIOD database to use appropriately the energy intensities in MEDEAS framework. It is important to remark that WIOD database assign the energy consumption of private vehicles to 
Final households energy intensity ¼ Households final energy consumption by type of energy Households economic consumption 2
households sector, as opposed to other databases that assign this energy to the transport sector. Based on this historical data, the first component that explains the behavior of energy intensities in MEDEAS framework is defined as the baseline trend. This baseline trend can be considered the stationary component of the dynamic evolution of final energy intensity and is obtained as the average value of the annual relative variation of the available data ðΔEI h ij Þ. Following the proposal of [69] , the inertial tendency of the energy intensity is shown in Eq. (3) for each sector (i) and final energy (j). The estimated values of ΔEI h ij are shown in Table A . 1 Appendix A. If ΔEI h ij > 1, a linear regression is applied.
On top of the baseline historic trend, variations can be applied as a consequence of different assumptions to be applied in simulated scenarios.
Variations over the baseline trend
In the energy transition towards a low carbon economy, energy intensity (EI ij ) is assumed that changes by: a) Variation (relative change) in the energy intensity due to the improvement in energy efficiency, associated with the technology used in the consumption of each type of final energy and sector (ΔEI eff ij ). Historically, energy intensity has tended to decrease due to technological improvements in energy efficiency. This tendency has been traditionally represented in IAMs as Autonomous Energy Efficiency Improvement (AEEI) [19, 20, 70, 71] . The estimates for this decrease due to the AEEI vary between 0.5% and 2% per year in the literature [70] . Here, the historical data from the WIOD database [57] are taken as reference. b) Variation (relative change) in energy intensity due to the substitution of one type of final energy by another (ΔEI sub ij ). In this case, the type of energy that is replaced decreases its final energy intensity and the type of energy that replaces the previous one increases its final energy intensity. These variations will have opposite signs and may be different in absolute value depending on differences on the energy efficiency of each technology linked to the type of final energy used. In this case, it is necessary to bear in mind that these changes in the type of final energy used in each sector require significant investments in equipment and technology, so that their speed will be limited.
Hence, the resulting variation of EI ij is shown in Eq. (4). The proposed method disaggregates these two variations as flows and the energy intensity as stock as can be seen in Fig. 4 .
The variations of the sectoral final energy intensities (ΔEI eff ij and ΔEI sub ij ) are assumed to be driven by two main factors: a) Market factors related to the scarcity of each type of energy. The scarcity of a type of energy can lead to greater efforts to increase energy savings and improve efficiency, as well as the substitution of that type of energy by more abundant ones. Indicators of physical scarcity have been specifically developed in order to represent physical supply-demand unbalances. Market factors are modelled through the variable "Perception of final energy scarcity" (PS i ) (see Fig. 4 ). b) Sociopolitical factors. Some policy measures, such as climate change mitigation policies, are promoting a greater effort in energy efficiency and fostering the substitution of fossil fuels. These measures can accelerate changes in energy intensity and are represented in Fig. 4 as "Policies".
These factors that affect the variations of the energy intensity (ΔEI eff ij and ΔEI sub ij ) acting as a pressure to improve the energy efficiency (P eff ij see eq. (5)) and to change the final energy (P sub ij see eq. (6)). P eff ij and P sub ij range 0-100% depending on the implementation speed of the policy and the effects of the scarcity. In policies, the model user can set the initial and target year (when the pressure attains the 100%), as well as select 3 different implementation speeds (slow, medium, rapid) depending on the setting of the exogenous policy.
As a first approximation, the model assumes by-default that future variations of sectoral final energy intensities will be within the ranges of variations that have occurred in the past. Although it is possible that in the future these variations could exceed those that occurred in the historical data series available, it is important to point out two aspects. On the one hand, the viability of variations in energy intensity is subject to technological and socioeconomic limitations, so that the maximum annual variations must be limited in any case. On the other hand, the fact that there has been a maximum variation in a given year does not necessarily prove that this variation can be maintained over time. Therefore, an estimate of the maximum variations of the energy intensities (Max eff ij and Max sub ij ) has been obtained from historical data. In any case, these generic statistical estimates (see section 3.4) can be specified by the model user based on specific knowledge on the energy intensity of each sector and type of final energy and the technologies involved (see Fig. 4 ). Equations (7) and (8) show how the variations of sectoral final energy intensities due to efficiency improvements and final energy substitutions, respectively, are obtained. When the pressure attains 100%, these variations correspond with the respective maximums.
Mathematically, EI jj could converge to zero in a sufficiently long time. However, any process requires energy, and there are biophysical and thermodynamic limits in the substitution of inputs in production in the medium and long-term [49] [50] [51] . Although technological learning tends to improve energy efficiency, improvement rates tend to decrease over time when the technology reaches a certain degree of maturity (decreasing marginal returns). As a whole, this would mean that the energy intensity for each economic sector could reach a minimum value, that should be above zero. Consequently, the variation rates of the energy intensity can suffer a deceleration when it approaches this minimum (MinEI j ) (see section 3.4.b) for the setting of exogenous parameters).
Scarcity of a type of final energy and its perception
Given the aforementioned limitations of modelling prices as scarcity indicators [39] [40] [41] , MEDEAS framework applies a biophysical perspective to model final energy replacement which takes into account the evolution of the extraction of natural resources and their physical availability/scarcity [46] [47] [48] .
The scarcity and/or abundance of a final energy is obtained in the energy module based on the relationship between the annual demand and supply of each type of final energy consumed (see Eqs. (9) and (10)).
When the demand of a given final energy is fulfilled, the scarcity is zero, being >0 when the supply cannot fulfill the demand. In order to model the effect of the scarcity of each type of final energy on the energy mix, a variable called perception of the scarcity (PS i ) has been defined. This variable increases with the annual scarcity of each type of energy and decreases with time. The impact caused by novel situations, such as terrorist attacks or abrupt price rises, provokes rapid socioeconomic reactions, but their effects dissipates over time if new information on the same subject is not received [72] . In the case of final energy scarcities, steeper energy price increases or news in the media can have an effect. Although the behavior of social and economic agents may vary (companies and final consumers), the PS i has been chosen in order to model this behavior. Hence, the PS i increases with the annual situations of scarcity and diminishes over time. Forgetting Factor (FF) represents the time over which past periods of energy scarcity are forgotten and then do not drive final energy replacement any more. FF is a parameter widely used in adaptive control algorithms in different areas, such as [73, 74] . In order to take into consideration that depending on the context and scenario, different perceptions to scarcity may exist, i.e., more or less propensity to improve efficiencies and final energy replacement for the same scarcity levels, the variable Sensitivity to Scarcity (SS) is introduced and it can be defined by the user. Eq (11) represents how PS i is obtained (see Fig. 4 ).
Estimation of the exogenous parameters of the model
The exogenous parameters of the model can be adjusted basing on expert knowledge on each sector and type of final energy. Here, we describe how the by-default values included in the MEDEAS-W model have been estimated taking available historical data as reference.
Estimation of maximum variations of the final energy intensities (Max eff ij and Max sub ij )
The estimation of maximum annual variations of the final energy intensities (Max eff ij and Max sub ij ) is based on the matrices of final energy intensities EI ij for the years 1995-2009 of WIOD database [57] . The annual final energy intensities have been obtained for each sector as well as the variations of both (ΔEI h ij ). In order to be able to disaggregate the energy intensity variations due to (1) the efficiency improvement (ΔEI h eff ij ) and (2) the substitution of the final energy type (ΔEI h sub ij ), it has been assumed that, within each economic sector, the reduction in energy intensity of each type of replaced energy in regard to sector energy intensity variation (ΔEI h j ) is compensated by the decrease in the other type of energy that replaces the previous one (see eq. (12)).
Therefore,
The variables (ΔEI h eff ij y ΔEI h sub ij ) (see eqs. (13) and (14)) are modelled as random variables with a probability distribution defined by their mean value and their variance: μ((ΔEI h eff ij ), σ 2 (ΔEI h eff ij ) y μ(ΔEI h sub ij ), σ 2 (ΔEI h sub ij ). The maximum values (eqs. (15) and (16)) used in the model depends on these mean value and variance for a given confidence interval and are shown in Table A where the confidence interval (α) is 90%.
Selection of minimum value in final energy intensity (MinEI ij )
As aforementioned, biophysical and thermodynamic limits affect the substitution of inputs in production in the medium and long-term [49] [50] [51] . However, where this limit stands for each sector is subject to large uncertainties. For the sake of simplicity, a common value for all sectors is set at 30% of the level of 2009 taking as reference the study of Lightfoot and Green [75] . This study analyzes the potential efficiency improvements for different sectors (electricity, transportation, residential, industrial and commercial) until 2100 considering potential technical energy efficiency improvements globally (both by inventing and implementing new technology and by implementing most current efficient technologies).
Calibration of the forgetting factor (FF)
As aforementioned, FF represents the time over which past periods of energy scarcity are forgotten. Uncertainty analysis has been applied to calibrate this factor, performing simulations with FF ranging from 1 to 30 years (see results in Figure B . 1 of Appendix B). The results show in total final energy consumption (TFEC) that median value is five years, then by default FF in the model is five.
Table 1
Cases simulated in this work. FE: final energy; PS: perception to scarcity; Max eff j : annual maximum efficiency improvement; Max sub ij : annual maximum of substitution of one type of final energy by another. 
Name of simulations

Description of simulations
Calibration of the sensitivity to scarcity (SS)
The value of this parameter depends on human behavior (e.g., cultural context, enforced policies, etc.) and the dynamics of the energy system (e.g., resistance to change, lifetime of operating power centrals, vested interests in polluting businesses, etc.). Hence, in MEDEAS this parameter is scenario-dependent. To facilitate the use of the model, three default values have been calibrated, associated to Low, Medium and High sensitivity to scarcity, although any user can choose the value to use. For the calibration process, an uncertainty analysis of this parameter has been performed for a wide range of values (0-20).
The results showed the highest value in TFEC corresponds to ten, then it is the high value of SS. Between the high value and the results of zero value, three similar ranges have been made to obtain Medium and Low values. The results of the uncertainty analysis are shown in Figure B . 2 of Appendix B.
This variable has been calibrated as Low (SS ¼ 1), Medium (SS ¼ 3) y High (SS ¼ 10).
Uncertainty analysis of the exogenous parameters of the model
In order to validate the method of evolution of final energy intensities proposed in this study within the MEDEAS-W model, an uncertainty analysis has been carried out. The steps taken in this uncertainty analysis were the following: Figure B. 3 show the stability of the model (variations of more than �100% from the reference value in input parameters obtain variation of less than �15% in TFEC and less than �10% in total final energy intensity from the reference value). Table 1 . See Table 1 for the nomenclature and description of each simulation.
Results and discussion
This section shows the simulation of several experimental case studies based on a common business-as-usual (BAU) narrative. The objective of this section is to show the main potentialities of the developed method for modelling the sectoral energy demand in MEDEAS-W model. The BAU narrative represents the continuation of major current trends and dynamics and is implemented within IAMs to be used as counterfactuals against which policy scenarios are developed [76, 77] .
For the specification of the BAU narrative through a consistent set of inputs, a varied and rich literature has been examined: scientific papers and technical documentation [3, 56, 59, 68, 78] ; reports and databases from international/national agencies and organizations such as the International Energy Agency, IRENA, the US Energy Information Administration or the UNEP [58, [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] ; industry prospect assessments [86] and analyst investors [87] , which in some cases had to be complemented with own estimations.
Appendix C and Table C . 1 depicts the description of the most relevant inputs and assumptions which characterize the BAU narrative in this work.
Experimental case studies
Three main features of the developed method are explored through four experimental case studies: final energy replacement driven by biophysical scarcity, exogenous energy efficiency improvement policy, electrification policy in households and finally a case combining all of them. Final energy replacement is by-default activated in all case studies. A total of 18 simulations cases have been run and are summarized in Table 1 : Fig. 5 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis carried out with different options affecting the FE replacement in MEDEAS-W. First, a simulation is run with the FE replacement deactivated (No_Rep). Second, three simulations are run for three different levels of SS (Low, Medium, High) and named Rep_L, Rep_M and Rep_H, respectively. Third, three more simulations, one per SS level, are carried out assuming Table 1 for the nomenclature and description of each simulation. that no relevant supply constraints to the availability of natural gas and coal exist during the analysis horizon. In fact, there is a large uncertainty with relation to the future availability of both fossil fuels (which is generally found to be larger than for oil [88] ). A reduced fraction of unconventional gas -coal bed methane, hydrates, shale and tight gas-has only recently become economically profitable (e.g. shale oil and gas) and extraction techniques for some resources are still under research & development (R&D) (e.g. methane hydrates). As a result, few published estimates exist with large associated uncertainties [88] [89] [90] . Coal is usually seen as a vast abundant resource, although there are large uncertainties related to the base of available resources due to the lack of robust global estimates [88, 90, 91] . Those three simulations are Rep_L_unL, Rep_M_unL and Rep_H_unL. Fig. 5a shows that in the simulation in which FE is deactivated, both the total final energy consumption (TFEC) and the global average GDPpc would be lower by 2060 than current levels, around 10% and 30% respectively. Population increase means that in per capita terms, the TFEC would fall by 50% in relation to current levels.
Final energy replacement
When FE replacement is activated in the simulations, the perception of scarcity (PS) drives the shift of final energy intensities. The final energy intensities of those energy resources which are affected by scarcity are reduced and those relatively more abundant increase accordingly. In this way, the TFEC and GDPpc in all cases with FE replacement activated are greater than when there is no FE replacement. As expected, the larger is the sensitivity to scarcity, the larger are the TFEC and GDPpc by 2060. This is due to the fact that greater substitution between final energies allow to satisfy a larger energy demand and the effects of scarcity are hence reduced. However, the relationship is found to be non-linear: higher availability of final energy translates into an even higher production of added-value. However, only the simulation assuming high PS manages to maintain the same level of GDPpc by 2060 with relation to 2015 levels. Another trend common to all simulations relates to the progressive electrification of the system with increasing levels of PS. Electricity covers 25% when the FE replacement is deactivated, while reaching 35% in the case of high level of PS. This is due to the fact that renewable energy technologies for the generation of electricity are assumed to continue current high growth trends. A similar effect is found for heating due to the same phenomenon, but of smaller importance.
Assuming that natural gas and coal resources are not constrained during the timeframe of the analysis, the results by 2060 do not significantly change for the low and medium PS in relation to the case where Table 1 for the nomenclature and description of each simulation. they are constrained by maximum supply curves. This is due to the fact that the scarcity affecting these simulations is related to liquid fuels and there is no problem of scarcity in the energy resources of natural gas and coal. However, for the simulation assuming high PS, the TFEC and GDPpc are higher than in the constrained gas and coal availability simulation and the energy mix has also changed. In the simulation where all the fossil resources are limited, when replacing liquid resources (first resource in suffering scarcity) by gases and solids, there is a scarcity in the substitute resources preventing the increase in TFEC and therefore GDPpc. When natural gas and coal resources are not constrained, all liquid resources are replaced by gases and solids, which increases the TFEC. The final solid energy consumption in 2060 increases by 20% in the case of resources limited to 25% when the coal is not constrained during the timeframe of the analysis. Similar occurs in the case of gases, increasing by around 15%-20%. Fig. 6b shows the dynamic evolution of the total energy intensities in the different simulations. Differences between simulations are reduced, ranging 8-12% cumulated improvement from the year 2015 by 2060.
Case 2: policy of energy efficiency improvement
In this case study, different levels of exogenous improvement in energy efficiency are introduced into the model at both sectoral (35 economic sectors and households) and final energy level (5 final energies). The policy is set to start in 2020, the pressure of the policy (P eff ij ) reaching 100% of Max eff j in 2060 (medium implementation speed). The policy of improving energy efficiency depends on the annual maximum efficiency improvement (Max eff j ) which has been estimated in section 3.4 for each sector and final energy. All the simulations in this case study have been carried out with FE replacement activated and sensitivity to scarcity with a Medium value, so they can be compared with the Rep_M simulation (In Rep_M there is no exogenous policy of energy efficiency improvement). In this case study, the simulation taking into account the values for Max eff j estimated in section 3.4 (Rep_M Ref MaxEff) is considered as reference. A sensitivity analysis is also carried out varying these maximum values by sector and final energy by �50 and � 25%, resulting in the simulations: Rep_M 50% MaxEff, Rep_M 25% MaxEff, Rep_M 25% MaxEff and Rep_M 50% MaxEff (see Table 1 ). Fig. 6a shows the results obtained for the different assumptions on Table 1 for the nomenclature and description of each simulation.
exogenous policy of energy efficiency improvement. Given that all the simulations have the same conditions for FE replacement, the energy mix by 2060 is rather homogenous for all the simulations. In the simulation applying the Max eff j estimated (Rep_M Ref MaxEff) the TFEC is reduced in 2060 more than 10% while the GDPpc increases by 10% compared to the simulation without the introduction of the policy of efficiency improvement (Rep_M). This implies, as seen in Fig. 6b , that the energy intensity by 2060 for the simulation with Max eff j estimated (black thick line) is almost 25% lower than without efficiency improvement policy (green line).
This behavior is explained because the globally improvement of energy efficiency implies that final energy demand is significantly reduced in all sectors and for all types of energy, reducing the energy scarcity events and allowing the GDPpc to grow more than in the previous case without the policy of energy efficiency improvements.
The sensitivity analysis to the values of Max eff j estimated in section 3.4, allows us to show that, as expected, the greater the maximums, the greater the GDPpc and the lower the TFEC in 2060. However, an increase of 50% in the maximum annual values of improvement of energy efficiency with respect to the estimated values (Ref_MaxEff) implies an increase of less than 10% of GDPpc and a reduction of less than 2% of TEC with respect to estimated values. Likewise, a reduction of 50% of the maximum values with respect to the estimated values implies a reduction around 10% in GDPpc and 2% in FEC. Fig. 6b shows that a wide range between simulations is found in final energy intensities (between 25 and 40% cumulated improvement from the year 2015 by 2060).
Policy of electrification in households sector
A policy of electrification of the households sector is introduced into the MEDEAS-W model to show its ability to work at sectoral level. The substitution of the other final energies (excepting heat) by electricity causes the variation in the final energy intensities in households, which depends on the energy efficiency of each technology linked to the type of final energy used. For this case study, a saving of 50% of final energy has been assumed when replacing the solids, liquids and gases by electricity. This value is set taking as reference that some technological substitutions such as the electric car by internal combustion engine are estimated to represent savings of ~66% [42] , while others such as heat generation from electricity would be <50%. The policy is set to start in 2020, the pressure of the policy (P sub ij ) reaching 100% of Max sub ij in 2060 (medium implementation speed).
The policy of electrification in households sector depends on the annual maximum of substitution of one type of final energy by another (Max sub ij ) that have been estimated in section 3.4. All the simulations in this case study have been carried out with FE replacement activated and sensitivity to scarcity with a Medium value, so they can be compared with the Rep_M simulation (In Rep_M there is no exogenous policy of energy efficiency improvement). In this case study the simulation taking into account the values for Max sub ij estimated in section 3.4 (Rep_M Ref MaxSub) is considered as reference. A sensitivity analysis is also carried out varying these maximum values by sector and final energy by �50 and � 25%, resulting in the simulations: Rep_M 50% MaxSub, Rep_M 25% MaxSub, Rep_M 25% MaxSub and Rep_M 50% MaxSub (see Table 1 ). Fig. 7a shows the obtained results for the different levels of electrification in households sector. The results show small variations in households FEC, but large differences in the energy mix. When comparing the results between the simulation where electrification policy has not been introduced (Rep_M) and the simulation where the policy has been introduced with the maximum estimates computed in section 3.4 (Rep_M Ref MaxSub), it is observed that electricity increases its share in households of ~25% up to almost 50%. As aforementioned, WIOD database, from which MEDEAS-W obtains the data, assign the energy consumption of private vehicles to households sector, as opposed to other databases that assign this energy to the transport sector. Due to the great weight that households have on TFEC, this policy of electrification in households allows an increase of the global average GDPpc by around 5% compared to the simulation without electrification policy by reducing the demand pressure on the scarcest energy resources. Fig. 7b shows that total final energy intensity is reduced around 5% in 2060 between no policy (green line) and electrification policy with the reference Max sub ij estimated in section 3.4 (black thick line). The sensitivity analysis to the Max sub ij estimated in section 3.4 in the policy of electrification of households sector shows that the greater the maximum levels, the greater the share of electricity. An increase of 50% in the maximum annual substitution of final energy with respect to the estimated values (Ref_MaxSub) implies an increase of 20% of the share of electricity in the TFEC of households. Likewise, a reduction of 50% of the maximum values with respect to the estimated values implies a reduction of more than 20% of the share of electricity. Fig. 7b shows that the variation of Max sub ij has a relatively small effect in total final energy intensity over the studied period.
Cases' comparison and discussion
In this section, the results of the three case studies are compared. An additional simulation (Rep_M All Pol) is performed assuming FE replacement activated with Medium PS and combining the efficiency improvement policy (case 2) with the households electrification policy (case 3). Fig. 8 shows the results obtained in this simulation and compares them with those obtained in case 1 without FE replacement (No_Rep) and with Medium PS (Rep_M), in case 2 with the reference maximum in energy efficiency (Rep_M Ref MaxEff) and in case 3 with the reference maximum in substitution (Rep_M Ref MaxSub). As expected, the combination of all policies achieves a higher reduction of total final energy intensity (~35% by 2060 in relation to current levels) than each policy applied separately. However, it can be seen that the single policy most effective corresponds to the efficiency improvement under the maximum rate (Rep_M Ref MaxEff). The combination of all policies results in a higher GDPpc, close to 8000 $/person and the TFEC is slightly reduced compared to current levels (although the per capita FEC falls by almost 50%). The efficiency improvement policy allows reaching a higher GDPpc than the electrification policy of households (GDPpc around 8% larger). The efficiency improvement policy also reduces the TFEC more than 15% than the electrification policy of households. This implies, as seen in Fig. 8b a greater reduction in energy intensity.
The behavior of the model applying the different policies is very different, in the policy of improving energy efficiency, the GDPpc can suffer a great increased with a reduction of the TFEC. This is possible as long as that the final energy can be replaced when scarcity appear. Fig. 8b show that improving energy efficiency reduced the energy intensity faster than current trends.
The substitution policy has a very different effect, since it does not directly change the energy intensity; it only changes the energy mix. However, changing the energy mix can imply a variation in GDPpc and the energy intensity. This is because the increase of electricity in the energy mix and the fact that renewable energy technologies for the generation of electricity are assumed to continue growth can reduce the CO2 emissions and the effects of climate change over the economy. In addition, a substitution of final energy can be accompanied by a change in energy efficiency.
Our results can be compared with the IEA Energy Technology Perspectives [82] , which finds an improvement in total final energy intensity of almost 60% between 2014 and 2060 in the RTS (Reference Technology Scenario) scenario. Converting to equivalent units used in MEDEAS-W, the total final energy intensity in 2060 in the RTS scenario would be ~3.5 J/$, which is substantially lower than the most optimistic simulation tested in this work. As highlighted by Ref. [36] , the IEA has historically tended to predict faster future reductions in energy intensity than has actually occurred. A similar conclusion is obtained from the analysis of BAU scenarios by IAMs, given that 95% of the models predict that (primary) energy intensity will decline more rapidly than in the past [76] . This overestimation has also been detected in previous sets of scenarios for climate change mitigation, and has been identified as an important risk for the robustness and feasibility of future transition pathways [92] . In this sense, the developed approach allows to project the evolution of final energy intensities consistently with past evolution and capturing economy-wide effects.
With relation to the energy mix, the IEA Energy Technology Perspectives [82] finds that in the RTS scenario in 2060 the liquids (oil) continue covering the major part of the energy mix, more than 30% (electricity 25%). The results obtaining in this study show that considering final energy replacement electricity cover at least as much final energy as liquids, being much higher in the cases of electricity policies (more 35%). The perception of the scarcity in liquids that appears in MEDEAS-W makes liquids are substituted by other final energies, mainly electricity because renewable energy technologies for the generation of electricity are assumed to continue current high growth trends in BAU scenario. Fig. 9 shows the final energy intensities mix by aggregated economic sector for the simulation Rep_M in which the exogenous policies are not applied. (Appendix D shows the equivalence with WIOD sectors). Final energy intensities tend to decrease in all sectors, although at a differing rate. The agriculture sector is the sector in which the final energy intensity decrease more, reducing more than 30%. The decrease in the other sectors is between 15% and 20% from the year 2015. In terms of final energy shifts, by 2060, liquids are found to be substituted by other energies (mainly electricity) in Industry and Services sectors. However, the oil dependence continues in 2060 for Agriculture, Construction, Housholds and Transport sector. Although bottom-up modelling through energy end-uses is a most accurate method to model efficiency improvement in different sectors [93] [94] [95] [96] , the proposed top-down modelling represents a workable initial approach due to the large number of economic sectors (35 þ households). However, this general approach may be combined in the future with the detailed modelling at some sectors that may be easier to downscale.
Conclusions and further work
The global energy system has to change radically in the next few decades in order to deal with the double pressing challenges of fossil fuel depletion and global environmental change. The main institutions and organizations propose recommendations to achieve the transition to a low carbon economy applying modelling forecasting tools. The estimation of future energy demand in models is a key factor for the development of effective alternative policies.
This work describes a novel method to estimate the energy demand, based on the projection of the evolution of sectoral final energy intensities, developed for the MEDEAS integrated assessment modelling framework. The evolution of the sectoral final energy intensities has been disaggregated into three factors: (1) historical trend, (2) changes due to energy efficiency improvement and (3) changes due to the exchange between the types of final energy consumed. For these last two changes, the effect of pressures due to physical scarcity, and pressures due to applied policies (for example, such as those derived from climate change), have been modelled. Indicators of physical scarcity have been specifically developed in order to represent physical supply-demand unbalances in the market given the weaknesses of prices as scarcity indicators. In addition, the final energy replacement is dependent on the social and economic behavior of the different agents (companies and consumers). The developed approach explicitly acknowledges the different levels of perception of scarcity and its forgetting factor by different agents, which significantly influence the obtained results. Hence, the availability and scarcity driving final energy shifts have been modelled in a flexible and transparent manner, avoiding fixed built-in optimization structures and black-box structures. This modelling, using the systems dynamics methodology, was implemented and validated in the IAM MEDEAS-W with historical data.
Different cases studies have been developed in this work based on the business-as-usual (BAU) narrative, showing the potentialities of the developed method. The case study on final energy replacement shows the important role of perception of the scarcity, assuming the uncertainty of the capacity to respond to the relative scarcity of some types of final energy. The analysis of sensitivity on the maximum values of improvement in energy efficiency, show that its fundamental effect would be on economic growth. The third case studied analyses the possible consequences of an increasing electrification in the final energy of households, assuming an uncertainty in the maximum possible annual change.
Although there are important uncertainties about the parameters used in the model, its behavior has been found to be robust validating its use. The parameters of the model have been initially calibrated based on the historical data available in the WIOD database. However, this database has a short time horizon (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) and the last available data is 10-years old. Hence, the uncertainty in the parameters estimated in section 3.4 may be reduced in the future by the availability of new data. Calibration could also be significantly improved with detailed studies of the capabilities of each industrial sector for the improvement of energy efficiency and for the replacement of final energy. Although the model has been developed for 35 sectors, because these are the subsectors used in the IAM MEDEAS, this disaggregation may vary depending on the availability of sectoral data and the specific knowledge of each sector.
Although bottom-up modelling through energy end-uses is a most accurate method to model efficiency improvement in different sectors [93] [94] [95] [96] , the proposed top-down modelling represents a workable initial approach due to the large number of economic sectors (35 þ households). However, this general approach may be combined in the future with the detailed modelling at some sectors which may be easier to downscale. Future work will also be focused on the interactions between the dynamic evolution of the economic structure [59] , the additional energy demands related with the energy transition [61] and their effects on the sectoral demand of energy and also on disaggregation of final demand by product categories and their relation to sectorial demands. 
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Appendix C. Quantification of the BAU narrative
For the quantification of the BAU narrative through a consistent set of inputs, a varied and rich literature has been examined, which in some cases had to be complemented with own estimations.
Population is assumed to continue to increase although at a decreasing rate, reaching 10 billion people by 2060 in the line with the median scenarios of the United Nations projections [97] .
The expected gross domestic product per capita (GDPpc) is a key variable of the model given the connection between economic activities and resource consumption. We select an intermediate value between historic global trends of þ1.42%/yr (1979-2014) -a period characterized by lower growth trends than those in the post-war "Glorious Thirty" [59] -, and the þ2.5% average growth stated by the SSP2, i.e. þ2%/yr. This means that GDPpc would be expected to reach over 30,000 US 1995$ by 2100 from a current level of ~7000 $.
In terms of income distribution, the historical decline of labour share, i.e., the part of national income allocated to wages, is extrapolated into the future but at a reduced pace due to the increasing importance of emergent countries in the global GDP. As these countries, in their respective modernisation processes are improving their labour shares, it is to be expected that they partially compensate the global decline trend in labour share in the future. Although China is following the opposite evolution, it is due to its relatively current higher labour share. Hence, a value of 52% for the world average is assumed for 2050 from current 56%, and then kept constant until the end of the century. It is worth to say that scenarios with a capital share higher than labour share are found in countries with a low developed welfare state and high rates inequality indexes [98, 99] , while current UE and well developed welfare state countries depict values close to 60% [57] .
Given the complexities to consistently compute the dynamic behavior for the matrix A, the current global economic structure is assumed to remain constant in the next decades in the context of a BAU scenario, which is supported by the relatively minor variations of the technical coefficients in the historical available data [56, 68] .
Nuclear installed capacity and electricity generation are constant for over two decades in the absence of major new-build programs apart from China. In this context of increased ageing of existing reactors, increasing costs and general decline in interest in nuclear new-build, the continuation of current trends may drive global nuclear capacity downwards in the next decades [86] . This trend may be compensated for by eventual lifetime extension programs [87] . For this reason, we consider in the BAU that the nuclear capacity in operation globally will be constant. This assumption corresponds well with the projection of the international news agency to for investors Bloomberg, which in its "New Energy Outlook 2018 00 estimates that nuclear will produce a level of electricity similar to the current levels [87] .
Renewable energy technologies are growing globally, with large variations depending on the technology and the period of time analysed. Particular conditions such as the economic recession from the year 2008 have influenced their development pace. However, it should also be taken into account the fact that when a technology starts to deploy each additional power plant represents a high share in relation to the cumulative installed capacity, which translates in explosive exponential deployment rates, which are softened over time as cumulated capacity increases. Annual historic short-term averaged growth (2012-2015) have generally been taken as reference for electric [58, 83, 85] , heat [58, 84, 100] and bioliquid technologies [82, 101] . These rates are limited to a maximum of þ20%/year given that very high exponential growth of early technologies cannot be maintained over time as the technology enters in the mature phase. Given the environmental impacts of conventional biofuels [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] , it is likely that in the future (BAU) current growth rates of this technology will not be maintained, and for this reasons, their growth is halved with relation to the historic short-term averaged growth [82] .
In relation to the non-renewable energy endowments, many uncertainties exist in their future availability related with technical, geological, economic and political factors. Regarding oil and gas: while the estimations for conventional fuels tend to converge for similar patterns, the highest uncertainty is on the future development of unconventional fuels [88, 107] . Its main issue is that what extent technological improvements will be able to compensate the fact that, due to the physical properties and geological characteristics of unconventional fuels, pumping becomes more energy consuming and slower. In this work, the updated forecasts produced by J. Laherr� ere (2018), a senior geologist who has been analyzing the depletion of oil and gas for decades and whose estimations have been pretty consistent over time, differently to other authors/teams (see Refs. [42, 60] ). In particular, his estimations from the decade of 2000s have remained relatively unchanged and valid despite the recent surge in the extraction of unconventional fuels in the USA. Large uncertainties also exist in the estimation of future coal availability [88, 109] . For the sake of simplicity, in this work the highest estimate from the peer-review literature is considered (high case from Ref. [3] ). In relation to uranium, there is only one group of researchers estimating depletion curves of uranium using regularly data published by the Nuclear Energy Agency [79, 110, 111] , so the most recent estimate from 2013 is taken.
In relation to the potential of renewable energy sources for the generation of electricity, heat and biofuels, we apply the techno-sustainable potentials estimated in Capell� an-P� erez et al. (2017a) which take into consideration the real performance of RES technologies and the competition with other land-uses.
In relation to the climate change damages, a sectoral damage function is applied calibrated applying the induction procedure assuming that when global average surface temperature change reaches þ1.75 � C over pre-industrial levels the GDPpc loss of the total economy will correspond with the expected GDPpc growth in that year [112] . Climate Change impacts* Damage function calibrated to þ1.75 � C as "dangerous climate change level" [112] a Limited to a maximum of þ20%/year given that very high exponential growth of early technologies cannot be maintained over time as the technology enters in the mature phase. b Higher than historic trends (1-2%/year [83, 85] ) given that we assume that, even in a BAU context, to cope with a higher share of variable RES will require the promotion of large scale storage options such as PHS. c Sources: see Ref. [42] . 
Appendix D. Equivalence between WIOD sectors and the sectors of this study
